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Would you like a lawn that mows itself?

You can; never mow again with Robomow

DESIGN IDEAS and STYLE INSPIRATION with GILLY HENSON
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A s winter approaches and the
days grow shorter, the way we
light our homes becomes very
important.

The correct lighting can provide atmosphere
and ambiance, as well as providing light for specific
tasks such as food preparation or reading.

When designing a lighting scheme, the most
effective way to achieve all of the above is to plan
a layered effect. This could be, for example,
recessed directional spotlights on a dimmer system
set into the ceiling for general overall light, but also
used to direct a beam of light on to a piece of

sculpture or artwork. Table lamps or wall lights
could provide the next layer adding warmth to the
room. Standing floor lights or angle poise lights
provide excellent light for reading or working and
form a third layer to the room. The final touch of
light could be provided by flickering candles which
give off a soft romantic light.

It is possible to add style and get a real wow
factor by lighting specific areas of the home in a
dramatic way, for example, the hallway and stairs.
Halls are usually the first room that a guest steps
into - a beautiful hanging pendant light can set the
scene and tone for the rest of the house.

It is definitely worth splashing out on this one

light fitting. Floor-level lighting on the staircase can
be used to safely illuminate steps, too.

Bathroom lighting has to be planned specifically
to be in accordance with safety requirements. In
the UK bathroom lights must be controlled by a
pull cord inside the room or a switch outside the
door and have to be an appropriate distance
between lights and wet areas.

Recessed lighting, and sealed units provide a
safe option.

Gilly Henson is an interior designer offering advice and
stocking fabrics, papers, furniture and lighting. For
help or information with any carpet decisions, call
01522 536840 or visit www.gillyhensondesign.co.uk

While we’re not quite in the realms of sledges and
sleighbells, it is definitely time to start ringing in the
changes at home with a touch of frosting...


